
Life Cycles

Dragonfly

Newts

..........................................................................................

Larva

The larva hatches and
spends up to 5 years
growing underwater.

The female dragonfly lays
her eggs in the water or
on underwater plants in
the Summer.

EggsAdult

Larval dragonfly climbs up
a plant, out of the water. It
emerges from its skin as an
adult and dries its new
wings in the sun.

Eggs

Eggs are laid singly
on submerged
plants.

Young

The tadpole hatches and grows
quickly. At 18 weeks the juvenile newt
is ready to leave the pond.

Adult

Adult newts spend 1 - 2
years on land, before
breeding, hibernating
under logs in Winter.
Newts return to the pond
to breed in Spring.

The process of birth, growth, reproduction and death iscalled a life cycle. This is a continuous circle, which repeatsitself with each season or year(s) depending on the speciesof creature. Some creatures change form completelyduring their life and others change only slightly. The changing process is called metamorphosis. Here are two very different life cycles...

WHY NOT...

Investigate the life 

cycle of some of the

other creatures 

you find?
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What do I eat? 

Animals are linked together by what they eat. You can draw chains called
food chains to show these links. There are many different food chains. In fact,
all living things are part of a food chain…this includes you! 
Food chains show how energy is transferred from plants to animals and from
animals to animals.  

Energy from the sun     producer       consumer (primary)      consumer (secondary)      ...

The arrows show what eats what and the movement of energy.
Food chains are different lengths but they always follow this pattern. 

Plants are producers. They produce energy from the sun by photosynthesis. 

There are different consumers:

Herbivores . . . . . eat plants

Carnivores . . . . . eat animals

Omnivores  . . . . eat plants and animals

Decomposers . . . break down/eat dead things

Examples of food chains

plant detritus        hoglouse        leech        water beetle larva

algae         tadpole        dragonfly larva 

pond weed        fish         kingfisher 

Different creature features can help you work out
where in the food chain a creature fits. Vicious
predators often have interesting mouthparts!
Can you get close enough to see them?

Food webs

When you start to write down food chains, you will
notice that they often contain the same plants or
creatures. You can link these chains together. This is
called a food web.
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Why don’t you…?
• Write down all the creatures you caughtpond dipping? How many are linkedtogether by what they eat? You arecreating a food web. 

• Make paper food chains? Write down aplant or creature on each link and buildfood chains. Link together your chains andyou will have a food web. 
• What is the highest number of links youcan find in a food chain?
• Compare chains and webs fromdifferent ponds. 
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IMPORTANT
FACT:

All food chains
need the sun’s
energy to get
them started.
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(c) Discovery Project - Mid Suffolk District Council - 2009.
Reproduction for educational purposes only.
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What are
you?
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